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Compared to the Head Start Child 
Outcomes Framework:

• The NRS contains only 4 of 9 Language 
Development indicators, 3 of 22 Literacy 
indictors, and 8 of 15 math indicators.

• Overall, for just these three domains, the 
NRS covers only 15 of 46 indicators— 33% 
of the total. 
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“Which one of these coins is smaller in size 
than the penny?”
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GAO Report (May 2005)
What the GAO Found
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“The Head Start Bureau has 
not shown that the NRS …
results are valid measures 
of the learning that takes 
place [in Head Start].”
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The NRS ExperienceThe NRS Experience
• Only 40% of the children were eager 

to go with the tester in the spring
• Almost half of the testers reported 

difficult behaviors persisting from 
the fall

• One-quarter of the testers said that 
test procedures were unnatural

• Half of the teacher-testers reported 
children not doing as well as 
expected, especially on letter-naming 
and vocabulary
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